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Shadows Over Main Street, Volume 2
This carefully crafted ebook: "Sinclair Lewis Boxed Set" is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents: Babbitt Free Air Main Street The Trail of the Hawk The
Innocents The Job Our Mr. Wrenn Things Moths in the Arc Light The Willow Walk Nature, Inc.
The Cat of the Stars The Ghost Patrol The Kidnaped Memorial Speed Young Man Axelbrod
Books for All Kinds of Readers. ReadHowYouWant offers the widest selection of on-demand,
accessible format editions on the market today. Our 7 different sizes of EasyRead are optimized by
increasing the font size and spacing between the words and the letters. We partner with leading
publishers around the globe. Our goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously released with
publishers' new books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to read. To find
more books in your format visit www.readhowyouwant.com
Maggie Jordan is not supposed to be having adventures. Her mission is to go to Gaia, a new,
unpopulated world, and study the native life forms there. So how come she finds herself in on the
female dominated Yonnie Six instead, rescuing a huge, muscular prisoner? The same prisoner she
keeps seeing over and over again in her dreams... Korexiroth-or Kor, as Maggie dubs him, is a slave
who spent his life fighting in the savage arenas of the Blood Circuit. He's got plenty of kills under
his belt and more than enough reasons to run as soon as he gets free. But somehow he can't make
himself part from the girl who was brave enough to save him from certain death. Now Maggie and
Kor are on the run together, trying desperately to find someone to remove the alien device that was
implanted in Maggie as punishment for her thievery of an expensive slave. The device, or "slut
button" as it is called, forces Maggie to sexual excesses the shy scientist has never known before-and
Kor is the only one who can help her control her new urges. Kor is more than willing to help Maggie
satisfy her new sexual hunger but his own appetites are not so easily satiated. For there is a dark
secret, a shadow from his past that stalks him and whispers of power beyond belief if only he will
give himself over to darkness. Will they find a way to return Maggie to normal? Will Kor admit
how he really feels for her? Or with the shadow from his past succeed is tearing them apart? You'll
have to read Chained, Brides of the Kindred 9, to find out.
A Collection of Horror-Volume 4
The Demon Inside
Brides of the Kindred
An Anthology of Small-Town Lovecraftian Terror
Lone Wolf 2100 Volume 1: Shadows on Saplings
Cather Studies, Volume 12

Dark things stir in the night. When the world sleeps and quiet settles in, shadows assume
sinister shapes, guilt and regret well up from the mind’s deepest recesses, and the lonely
face their greatest fears. Darkness bares the secret truths whispered on the lips of the lost
and the desperate. At night, terrors come alive. For those who journey too far into the
dark, no escape remains—but there is a place from which to view these nightmares, a
place...on the night border. The fifteen stories collected here come from the last edge of
the light and deliver glimpses into the dreadful, the mysterious, and the strange. These
stories offer readers unsettling and weird visions from across the border, visions out of
history and from the world around us, visions of cosmic horror, personal madness, and
agonizing heartbreak. A literary legend confronts the reality of a chaotic, uncaring
universe. A young girl grows up in the shadow of a ferocious monster. A man seeks to kill
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his memories. Love defeats death in an odd world not unlike our own. An artist’s
drawings unlock a terrifying truth of his adopted city. A mask burns. The mother of
plagues offers a deadly future. Readers will find here all of these and many other visions
of what lies on the far side of the line, including, by special arrangement, stories of Lin
Carter’s Anton Zarnak and Kolchak, the Night Stalker. Walk up to the edge. Listen to the
whispers on the wind. Peer across at the terrors beyond from your vantage point...on the
night border!
Anotsu Kagehisa has turned his Ittö-ryü into the most famous sword school in Japan, a
dojo of outcasts and eccentrics who've slaughtered their way to the top of Japan's world
of the blade. But as the old Japanese saying goes, "The nail that sticks up gets hammered
down," and now Anotsu must relearn that ancient lesson when he discovers the existence
of the Akagi, a mysterious organization formed from the survivors of the many rival
sword schools destroyed by the ruthless Ittö-ryü. The Akagi are sworn to vengeance
against Anotsu's dojo, but what Anotsu doesn't know is that the Akagi are wooing the
immortal samurai, Manji, to join them in their war to exterminate the Ittö-ryü!
Gracanica. Kosovo, 1689: Elena, an Albanian peasant girl, has sacrificed her own future
to keep her family from starving, but one horrific night they are taken from her, murdered
by monsters out of her nightmares. She seeks refuge at the nearby monastery, where she
meets Stjepan, a Serbian monk familiar with creatures that stalk the night. Elena longs to
return to her farm, but piecing her life back together may be impossible. Stjepan draws
her into a dark conspiracy involving an ancient brotherhood, and as war looms, a
stranger named Lek appears, threatening to overturn everything she thought she knew
about her family and herself.Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 1999: Since surviving
the showdown between the vampire Yasamin and the terrorist group S leyman's Blade,
Adam Mire has lived in hiding, posing as an unassuming Czech librarian. His life is
upended again, however, when a new threat arises-one intent on using Dracula's legacy
to unleash another wave of violence across the already war-ravaged nation.Meanwhile,
Clara MacIntosh, the love Adam left behind, has come to Eastern Europe to find him.
While tracking him down, she becomes entangled in a string of grisly murders-deaths
Adam is investigating as well. As they both follow clues literally written in blood, time
runs short to unmask the killer before history comes full-circle and chaos engulfs the
region again.
Main Street (Volume 1 of 2) (EasyRead Super Large 18pt Edition)
Sinclair Lewis Boxed Set – 16 titles in One Volume
For ...
The American Educational Catalogue
Ten thousand a year
The Publishers' Circular and Booksellers' Record
Magic holds alluring mystery, but terrible dangers lurk on the edge of twilight... Neve McKnight sees
monsters no one else can. Sentient shadows haunt her waking dreams. She tells herself her visions are
nothing more than horrifying hallucinations. ... until the day her best friend tries to murder her. Neve
can't afford to ignore the truth anymore. She sets out to learn how to control her rogue telekinesis and
investigates her enigmatic heritage. At every turn, she encounters suspect allies-a vampire with a
wicked past, a slightly unhinged hybrid, and two peculiar black cats... She must decide whom to trust
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and hone her skills, before the gates of hell are opened. New Adult Urban Fantasy with romantic
elements. The book ends on a slight cliffhanger that will be resolved in book 2.
Other Realms: Volume One is the first book in a new series that collects original short stories by
fantasy and sci-fi author Shaun Kilgore. In this volume, you'll be taken to far off fantasy worlds
filled with magic, adventure, and the games of noble houses and the plights of brave warriors. This
book contains ten stories, including "A Reckoning," "Death To The Messenger," "Midwinter Night,"
"Oathsworn," "The Beast Of Mern," "The Prophet's Return," "The Risen Queen," "The Ruling,"
"The Traitor," and "Winds Of Fate."
Recently widowed, Henry Wolff is an emotionally challenged father who is being sued by his
daughter, Sharon, for financial control of the estate. He must prove that he fits in - not an easy thing
to do when you aren't quite all there. Rumors run rampant around the town in attempts to explain away
his odd behavior. But Henry does have a very special gift. In a town divided by the have and have-nots,
Henry alone can inspire and touch even the most jaded lost souls. With a family secret tucked tightly
away, members of the Wolff family struggle to see eye to eye. Between an impending trial looming and
drama ensuing in the town, will Henry be able to unite his own family as tragedy strikes them yet
again?
Elena
Daughters of Shadow and Blood - Book II
Light and Shadows
Fast 40
Blade of the Immortal Volume 6
In Search of Lost Time, Volume 3 (Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition)

Respected horror anthologist Stephen Jones edits this collection of 17 stories inspired by the
20th century’s master of horror, H.P. Lovecraft’s “The Shadow Over Innsmouth,” in which
a young man goes to an isolated, desolate fishing village in Massachusetts, and finds that the
entire village has interbred with strange creatures that live beneath the sea, and worship
ancient gods.
40 Photos. 40 Stories. 40 Moments. Photographs freeze moments in time that would have
otherwise escaped into memory and beyond. Each photo tells a story of what was, at that
moment, real. Collected here are 40 such moments. Whether jumping off points for bigger
tales, or self-contained stories that complete the moment, Fast 40 offers a view into other
worlds. Each story won't take long to complete, but might tempt you to examine the moments
happening around you from a different perspective.
This is a collection of horror stories with surprise endings. If you don't like horror, please do
not read this book. STORIES IN THIS BOOK CRAWLSPACE: Two reporters interview a
strange humpbacked man in a house where gruesome experiments were conducted by
previous owners. CONVERTIBLE BANDITS: Two travelers take a tip to save time by taking
a shortcut on a lonely road not on their map. JUMPER: A patrol officer discovers a lovesick
young man on a bridge contemplating suicide. THE ABHORRENT CLUB: A group of
depraved multimillionaires sponsor a freak show for their annual event. DEAD: A young
man killed in an automobile accident ten years ago visits his parents. BUG: A professor is
propositioned by a student who offers him sex for an "A." VAMPIRE: After a woman and
her son move to town, a serial killer begins a reign of terror. STRANGER IN THE RAIN: A
stranger asks a man in the deserted pool area of a large resort hotel if he will have dinner
with him. NO REST FOR THE DEAD: A gravedigger provides fresh cadavers for medical
research and makes a killing. PANDORA'S BOX: A man learns the love of his life can only
marry him if he promises never to open her black box. THE MONSTER NEXT DOOR: An
apartment dweller is convinced his next door neighbor is a monster. THE WALL: A rich
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playboy discovers an island with an enormous wall, Japanese soldiers, and a village of pygmy
cannibals. THE GREAT ZANDINI: A man hypnotized in a nightclub act becomes involved in
a murder plot.
Pioneer Photographers from the Mississippi to the Continental Divide
A Wolf Like Me
The Strad
The Independent
Enter the Apocalypse
Publishers' Circular and Booksellers' Record of British and Foreign Literature, Volume 57,
July to December 1892
Thirty-two authors from all over the world have created a wide range of
apocalypses for your reading pleasure. Within the pages of this anthology, you
will find exceptional works focusing on hungry zombies, virulent viruses, nuclear
missiles, malevolent fey, vindictive aliens, challenging crustaceans, and more each of these maelstroms creating massive disturbances within human society.
While works of holocausts tend toward a uniform darkness, Enter the
Apocalypse contains a number of catastrophes that are humorous enough to
cause hysterics and others that are so black as to cause the devil himself to
shrink away. Contributing authors include: Kim Alan, Mike Barretta, Nick Barton,
Gustavo Bondoni, Matthew Buscemi, Jessica Conoley, Lana Cooper, Jonathan
Cromack, Michael Cummings, Lisha Goldberg, Bruce Golden, Russell Hemmell,
Tom Jolly, Madison Keller, Simon Kewin, Morgen Knight, Janice Law, John A.
McColley, Donna J.W. Munro, Katrina Nicholson, Naomi Brett Rourke, Jacalyn
Schnelle, Jay Seate, Eric James Spannerman, T.M. Starnes, Stephanie Vance,
Rachel Verkade, Aaron Vlek, John Walters, Filip Wiltgren, Brigitte Winter, Trevor
James Zaple
"The Book of Eli - Solara: The Verse of Shadow," is the story of Solara and her
mission to save her blind mother from Carnegie. This story is a fan-told
expansion of the original 2010 movie The Book of Eli starring Denzel Washington
(Eli) and Mila Kunis (Solara). Throughout this book, the reader follows Solara as
the main character and receives closure to the original story. This book will
appeal to those who enjoy fan fiction.
Divine Vengeance weaves intrigue and drama through the accurate and volatile
historical events of the Cathar wars in thirteenth century France. A brutal
massacre sponsored by the Pope. Brother Raimon cannot reconcile the
dissonance between his faith and the violence. Nor can he rationalize his love for
a Guilelma, a Cathar heretic. What starts as offering a helping hand, soon turns
into organized aid for fleeing heretics. Now Raimon is captured attempting to
sabotage the trebuchet Malvoisine, and he is to be burned at the stake...along
with 180 heretics...and the woman he loves. Sadly the brutality of crusade leader
Simon de Montfort is not contrived. The Cathar crusade was the first pogrom
aimed at a Christian region. It led to the dark years of the Inquisition and set a
concerning tone that influenced Western thought for centuries. Action, intrigue,
geography, an era of history rife with contradictions, and an unrequited love.
Join the adventure!
An Account of Travels in the Interior, Including Visits to the Aborigines of Yezo
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and the Shrines of Nikkô and Isé
Conan Volume 17 Shadows Over Kush
On the Night Border
Babbitt, Main Street, The Trail of the Hawk, Moths in the Arc Light, Nature, Inc.,
The Cat of the Stars and more
Chained
History of the City of Buffalo and Erie County

Accused of murdering Dr. Ogami, his former employer, Itto,
an android emulation construct, or EmCon, is on the run with
young Daisy Ogami, who may hold the key to discovering a
cure for the virus that is decimating humanity.
Writer Fred Van Lente leads the way for the world's most
famous barbarian! Conan drinks himself into a stupor of
grief while in the troubled city of Shumballa--until a
brazen act of thievery against him sends the Cimmerian into
a witch-hunt full of adventure, demons, and rebellion! This
city on the edge of a revolution must rely on Conan if it is
to survive, and when the truth of is revealed, Shumballa
will never be the same! This exciting volume collects issues
#1--6 of the Dark Horse Comics series Conan the Avenger.
A group of mountain climbers, caught in the dark, fights to
survive their descent; An American band finds more than they
bargained for in Mexico while scouting remote locations for
a photo shoot; A young student’s exploration into the
origins of a mysterious song leads him on a winding,
dangerous path through the US’s deep south; A group of kids
scaring each other with ghost stories discovers alarming
consequences. The Best Horror of the Year showcases the
previous year’s best offerings in horror short fiction. This
edition includes award-winning and critically acclaimed
authors Mark Morris, Kaaron Warren, John Langan, Carole
Johnstone, Brian Hodge, and others. For more than three
decades, award-winning editor and anthologist Ellen Datlow
has had her finger on the pulse of the latest and most
terrifying in horror writing. Night Shade Books is proud to
present the tenth volume in this annual series, a new
collection of stories to keep you up at night. TABLE OF
CONTENTS: Introduction: Summation 2017—Ellen Datlow Better
You Believe—Carole Johnstone Liquid Air—Inna Effress Holiday
Romance—Mark Morris Furtherest—Kaaron Warren Where’s the
Harm?—Rebecca Lloyd Whatever Comes After Calcutta—David Erik
Nelson A Human Stain—Kelly Robson The Stories We Tell about
Ghosts—A. C. Wise Endoskeletal—Sarah Read West of Matamoros,
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North of Hell—Brian Hodge Alligator Point—S. P. Miskowski
Dark Warm Heart—Rich Larson There and Back Again—Carmen
Maria Machado Shepherd’s Business—Stephen Gallagher You Can
Stay All Day—Mira Grant Harvest Song, Gathering Song—A. C.
Wise The Granfalloon—Orrin Grey Fail-Safe—Philip Fracassi
The Starry Crown—Marc E. Fitch Eqalussuaq—Tim Major Lost in
the Dark—John Langan Honorable Mentions About the Authors
Acknowledgment of Copyright About the Editor
Willa Cather and the Arts
Shadows Over Main Street
The Verse of Shadow
Weirder Shadows Over Innsmouth
The Guermantes Way
The Publisher
Informed by new modes of contextualization, including the increasingly popular view
of Willa Cather as a pivotal or transitional figure working between and across very
different cultural periods, and by the recent publication of Cather’s correspondence,
the essays in this collection reassess Cather’s lifelong encounter with, and
interpretation and reimagining of, the arts.
The second set of crime thrillers starring a tough Florida PI from the New York
Times–bestselling author of Single White Female and “one of the masters” (Ridley
Pearson). New York Times– and USA Today–bestselling author John Lutz has been
hailed as “a major talent” by John Lescroart, and he “just keeps getting better and
better” (Tony Hillerman). “Lutz offers up a heart-pounding roller coaster” (Jeffery
Deaver) in his thrillers and “knows how to make you shiver” (Harlan Coben). “The
Carver series is the finest work yet by this prolific author” (St. Louis Post-Dispatch).
After a criminal’s bullet shattered not only his knee but also his career as an Orlando
cop and his marriage, Fred Carver starts over as a private detective. In this awardwinning ten-book series, Lutz’s “dogged Carver is a believably heroic guy, tough,
scarred and able to exhibit fear and courage at the same time” (Publishers Weekly).
Flame: When his newest client is killed in a car explosion only minutes after hiring
him, Carver learns the man may not have been whom he claimed. “Stunning . . . a
brilliant writer, here at the peak of his abilities.” —The Plain Dealer Bloodfire: Carver
is hired by a distraught husband to find his missing wife—a heroin addict who fled with
nearly $10,000. But when the terrified woman begs Carver for protection, the truth
about his client’s motives comes out, and now both of them must go on the run.
“Another satisfying thriller . . . Lutz carefully and caustically captures the heat and
amorality of the faces and fixtures of the Florida drug scene.” —The Atlanta JournalConstitution Hot: After an old man tells Carver a tale of his wealthy neighbor in the
Florida Keys using a yacht to smuggle cocaine, he turns up dead, the victim of a
suspicious hit-and-run, and it’s up to the PI to bring his killers to justice. “A fastpaced and well-plotted mystery . . . stays hot until the very last page.” —San
Francisco Chronicle
What happens when idyllic small-towns, and the simple folk who inhabit them, collide
with inexplicable evil borne of a vast and uncaring cosmos? Imagine a series of
stories set in a golden era of American life, where worldly troubles are regarded
from a distance, if at all. Hear the buzz of playing cards clipped in children's spokes
echo down quiet lanes. Smell the faint aroma of rich tobacco smoke from an old man's
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pipe on a shady boulevard. Listen to the gossip of small towns where everyone
knows everyone's business. Or do they? Sometimes, deadly secrets lurk out in the
barn. Sometimes, unimaginable evil awaits us in the root cellar. Sometimes, we fall
under the sway of the Shadows Over Main Street. Contains stories and poems by:
Gary Braunbeck, Nick Mamatas, Josh Malerman, Mary SanGiovanni, Tim Curran,
Rena Mason, Lucy A. Snyder, Stephanie Wytovich, Kevin Lucia, Chesya Burke, Brian
Hodge, James Chambers, Aaron Polson, T. Fox Dunham, Richard Thomas, Adrian
Ludens, Cameron Suey, Lisa Morton, Jay Wilburn, and John Sunseri. Foreword by
Ramsey Campbell. Cover art by Luke Spooner. Interior illustrations from Paul
Carrick, Vincent Chong, John Coulthart, Galen Dara and HagCult.
The Journal of the Publishing Industry
Unbeaten Tracks in Japan: Volume 2
Anthology 1
Book 2, Trial of Fire Trilogy
The Church School Journal
Scary Stories
A midnight ritual by a secret society in the English Countryside nearly costs Thomas Spell his
life. He returns home to Chicago to find that he carries within himself something unspeakable a condition for which he believes there is no cure, until he meets Penelope, a beautiful and
brilliant pre-med student determined to heal him. But the Brotherhood searches for him still,
convinced that he holds the key to an unimaginable power. As his life begins to spiral out of
control, Thomas is forced to confront his own past, as well as the dark forces closing in on him
and everything he holds dear.
This biographical dictionary of some 3,000 photographers (and workers in related trades),
active in a vast area of North America before 1866, is based on extensive research and
enhanced by some 240 illustrations, most of which are published here for the first time. The
territory covered extends from central Canada through Mexico and includes the United States
from the Mississippi River west to, but not including, the Rocky Mountain states. Together, this
volume and its predecessor, Pioneer Photographers of the Far West: A Biographical
Dictionary, 1840-1865, comprise an exhaustive survey of early photographers in North
America and Central America, excluding the eastern United States and eastern Canada. This
work is distinguished by the large number of entries, by the appealing narratives that cover
both professional and private lives of the subjects, and by the painstaking documentation. It will
be an essential reference work for historians, libraries, and museums, as well as for collectors
of and dealers in early American photography. In addition to photographers, the book includes
photographic printers, retouchers, and colorists, and manufacturers and sellers of photographic
apparatus and stock. Because creators of moving panoramas and optical amusements such
as dioramas and magic lantern performances often fashioned their works after photographs,
the people behind those exhibitions are also discussed.
The Demon Inside is the second book in Peter Oxley's Infernal Aether Series, a dark gothic
fantasy set in Victorian London described as "fantasy at its best," "epic" and "no holds barred."
If you like electrifying action, rich characters and demons galore, then you'll love The Demon
Inside.
The Fred Carver Mysteries Volume Two
Other Realms: Volume One
Main Street (Volume 2 of 2) (EasyRead Super Large 18pt Edition)
The Bookseller
Vol. 1 - Needs, Wants and Desires: Vol. 1 - Needs, Wants and Desires
Short-story.me! - Best Genre Short Stories

Unbeaten Tracks contains fascinating observational anecdotes of
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nineteenth-century Japan. This volume continues the journey,
including experiences of tribal living.
The third volume of one of the greatest novels of the twentieth
century Mark Treharne's acclaimed new translation of The
Guermantes Way will introduce a new generation of American
readers to the literary richness of Marcel Proust. The third
volume in Penguin Classics' superb new edition of In Search of
Lost Time—the first completely new translation of Proust's
masterpiece since the 1920s—brings us a more comic and lucid
prose than English readers have previously been able to enjoy.
After the relative intimacy of the first two volumes of In
Search of Lost Time, The Guermantes Way opens up a vast,
dazzling landscape of fashionable Parisian life in the late
nineteenth century, as the narrator enters the brilliant,
shallow world of the literary and aristocratic salons. Both a
salute to and a devastating satire of a time, place, and
culture, The Guermantes Way defines the great tradition of
novels that follow the initiation of a young man into the ways
of the world.
Master detective Sherlock Holmes enters the macabre and
nightmarish world of H. P. Lovecraft to solve a series of
bizarre cases in a collection of short fiction by twenty leading
authors, including Neil Gaiman, Steve Perry, Brian Stableford,
Poppy Z. Brite, Barbara Hambly, and Caitlin Kiernan, among
others. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.
Shadows Over Baker Street
Divine Vengeance
The Book of Eli - Solara
Flame, Bloodfire, and Hot
South of Main Street
A Biographical Dictionary, 1839-1865

24 of the Best Literary Genre short stories selected from Crime, Fantasy,
Horror, Mystery and Science Fiction. The offbeat premises, intriguing ideas
and excitement of Genre Fiction are mixed with the depth and characters of
Literary Fiction. The category of Literary Fiction is growing quickly because
it has characteristics that appeal to any reader. The stories in this
anthology are not categorized by genre, so you don't know what to expect
until you are engrossed in each story. If you're used to reading only one
genre, you may be surprised that you like other, or overlapping, genres
when you are exposed to quality examples.
She is an educated, sophisticated and energetic, has amitious plans for her
life. Her studies have prepared her to join an enlighteded, progressive
society. But after she becomes the wife of a small town physician, she
quickly learns that she is to be nothing more than a gracious wife.
Frustrated and torn between the challenge of social change and the
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comfort of personal security, she begins to understand the cost of
conformity - and rebellion.
Lovecraftiana: Volume 1, Issue 4
Book 2 in The Infernal Aether Series
Best Horror of the Year
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